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Theoretical Evaluation of the Use of the Bloodstain Pooling Method as a Screening
Technique
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After attending this presentation, attendees will understand the theory of the method which is used in sampling large numbers of
bloodstains following blood-pattern analysis through pooling techniques as a screening method. The possible obstacles of this technique
and its positive side will be discussed.
This presentation will impact the forensic science community by reviewing the method of using blood-pattern analysis in sampling

suspect or other persons related to the case.
Large numbers of bloodstains can be encountered in a multitude of crime scene-related areas such as clothes, different surfaces,
stain patterns which can be detected including altered drop, projected pattern, satellite stain, splash stain, swipe stain, transfer stain,
off patterns. Similar and different blood patterns from the same or different persons can be found either at the crime scene or on the
collected evidence. Blood patterns can be used to differentiate between possible sources, but may be less helpful when the information

This could show the need for a more quantitative method to be followed
in the sampling decision.
The challenges reported by different experts in examining large numbers of bloodstains include the time-consuming nature of such
1

members of a large population based on group testing theory.2
inducted into the military service that tested the combined blood samples for antigens to identify the presence of syphilis.3 Currently, this
method is used in biological testing, such as mutation detection.4 Forensically, based on this method, groups of bloodstain are pooled

increase if there is a higher possibility of a single contributor, but the samples number will decrease in cases where there is a higher
and resampled individually to locate the bloodstain which may have caused the mixture.
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